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MacroModel based DG-FDTD for Calculating Local Dosimetry in a
Variable and Highly Multiscale Problem
Zakaria Guelilia *, 1 ,Renaud Loison1 and Raphael Gillard1
Abstract—This paper proposes a method to estimate human exposure to electromagnetic field
radiation in a variable and highly multiscale problem. The electromagnetic field is computed using a
combination of two methods: a rigorous time domain and multiscale method, the DG-FDTD (Dual Grid
Finite Difference Time Domain) and a fast substitution model based on the use of transfer functions.
The association of these methods is applied to simulate a scenario involving an antenna placed on a
vehicle and a human body model located around it. The purpose is to assess the electromagnetic field
in the left eye of the human body model. It is shown that this combination permits to analyse many
different positions in a fast and accurate way.
1. INTRODUCTION.
The estimation of human exposure to electromagnetic radiation is of growing interest with the devel-
opment and the daily presence of communication objects. Technologies must comply with legislations
in which exposure limits often come from ICNIRP guidelines [1]. Numerical dosimetry is an essential
approach for the assessment of human exposure to electromagnetic radiation. When dealing with actual
exposure scenarios involving a fixed transmitter placed in a realistic environment, numerical methods
face several difficulties.
Firstly, it is necessary to consider a large computational volume while describing precisely the hu-
man body or parts of it (for local dosimetry typically). Secondly, the exposure has to be assessed for all
possible body’s positions with respect to the transmitter in a defined area. Finally, the exposure must
be assessed for different body’s morphologies. In this paper, we propose a numerical technique to solve
the first two difficulties, namely multiscale and position variability aspects.
For numerical dosimetry, the FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) method is widely used. In-
deed, it has proved its usefulness for treating electromagnetic problems involving complex and heteroge-
neous structures like the human body [2]. However, if a high resolution is required for the description of
parts of the body such as eyes, the uniform meshing scheme of the FDTD technique leads to large over-
sampled areas. This dramatically increases the computation time and memory requirements. Moreover,
for each new position of the body within the environment, a new entire simulation must be performed.
In order to solve these issues, several techniques based on the FDTD method have been presented.
To address the multiscale problem, several works highlight the use of subgridding FDTD [3, 4]. This
kind of methods uses finer resolution for the description of specific areas in a single volume. Although
these approaches reduce the simulation time and computing resources, they have some disadvantages
such as instabilities [5] or parasitic reflections at grids interfaces [6].
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As an alternative to classical subgridding approaches, the Dual Grid FDTD has been proposed
in [7]. It proposes to perform sequentially FDTD simulations each with its own resolution. A coarse
FDTD simulation of the environment is combined with the fine FDTD simulation of the human body
model. Thanks to that, instabilities are avoided and reflections are reduced. This method has shown
that it can effectively treat a highly multiscale dosimetric problem [8]. Although this method is fast
and robust, it is not suitable to address the variability issue since the multiplication of costly fine EM
simulations leads to a prohibitive computation time.
To handle the problem of variability, several solutions have been proposed. Most of them are based
on the construction of an alternative model for rapidly assessing exposure. Many of these models are
based on statistical approaches. First of all, EANN (Evolutionary Artificial Neural Networks) is a tool
often used in dosimetric problem to treat variability [10, 11]. However, it has some drawbacks in the
optimal determination of the network topology. This kind of methods need a long process of data
acquisition to construct the model. This learning phase requires numerous EM simulations and thus its
implementation is time-consuming. Stochastic collocation [12] or Monte carlo simulations [13, 15, 17]
are often proposed to face parameters variability. However, the construction or implementation of these
tools requires large number of costly electromagnetic simulations. To finish, a method presented in [14]
proposes to replace the human body model by an antenna. This substitution model permits to estimate
the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) for the whole body but is not suitable for local SAR computation.
In this paper, we propose a new strategy wich combines the DG-FDTD and a fast and rigorous
substitution model based on the macromodel proposed in [9]. This combination is called MacroModel
based DG-FDTD method (MM-DG-FDTD).
This new method is particularly suitable for problems in which the field has only to be known at a
few points in the computation volume. This is definitively the case in dosimetry problems where only
the local exposure has to be assessed. In such cases, a fast and rigorous substitution model using quite
simple transfer functions will this be built to replace costly fine EM simulation steps.
This paper is organised as follows. Firstly, the addressed scenario is described in section 2. In
section 3, the MM-DG-FDTD approach is detailed by presenting the substitution model, its principle
and its implementation. Section 4 presents the validation of this new DG-FDTD approach. To finish,
an example of its application is presented in section 5.
2. PRESENTATION OF THE ADDRESSED SCENARIO
In order to illustrate the new method, we consider the multiscale and variable problem described in
figure 1. The purpose is to calculate the electric field in the eye of a whole human body located near
an antenna onboard a vehicle.
The human eye diameter is about 2.5 cm whereas the analysed scene has a length and a width of
10.24 m. This very high contrast demonstrates the multiscale feature of the considered problem. The
calculation of the field must be carried out for different positions of the person around the vehicle. This
aspect reveals the concept of variability.
The vehicle and the person are located in the near field of a monopole antenna matched at the
frequency of 60 MHz. We consider this frequency as it is used for military communication systems and,
furthermore, the whole body SAR reaches its maximum at this frequency. This shows the need to use a
full wave method to analyse the addressed scenario. As the study objective is only to show our method
effectiveness the power emitted in the scenario does not correspond to a real system. The amplitude of
the transmitter voltage generator is simply fixed to 10 V . The human body model used in the simulations
comes from the “Visible Human Project”[16]. It corresponds to the Hugo homogeneous model except
eyes which have their own specifications (table 1). The vehicle and the ground are modelled as PEC
(Perfect Electric Conductor). The characteristics of the scenario are:
• h = 0.416× λ60MHz = 2.08 m,
• d = 0.384× λ60MHz = 1.92 m,
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a) Top sight
b) Side sight
Figure 1: Addressed scenario
Table 1: Human body parameters
F=60MHz Permittivity (F/m) Conductivity (S/m)
Human body 0.3970 45.55
Eyes 0.8870 76.68
• l = 0.896× λ60MHz = 4.48 m,
• D = L = 2.048× λ60MHz = 10.24 m.
3. MACROMODEL BASED DG-FDTD METHOD
The aim of this section is to present the principle and the implementation of the MacroModel based on
DG-FDTD method. The building of the substitution model and its insertion in the DG-FDTD method
are described.
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3.1. Principle of the MM-DG-FDTD method
The principle of the MM-DG-FDTD method is to decompose the electromagnetic calculation into two
steps performed sequentially (figure 2).
The first step is a coarse FDTD simulation whose objective is to characterize the whole environ-
ment including the human body model. The resolution is mainly governed by the smallest considered
wavelength. In our case, the body is thus described coarsely. A closed near field surface S is placed
around the body in order to store the incident field incoming on the body. This field includes, at a
coarse level, all EM interactions between the body and the environment.
In the second step, instead of performing a fine FDTD simulation of the body as in the classic
DG-FDTD, the MM-DG-FDTD method proposes to use a rigorous substitution model.
Figure 2: Application of classical DG-FDTD and the MM-DG-FDTD on the addressed scenario
Its objective is to compute rigorously and fastly the electric field at one point inside the body and
in response to any incident field. In the frequency domain and according to the superposition principle,
the model is a linear system.
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The input data are the N field components on the near field surface collected in step 1
{ ~Estep1; ~Hstep1}, whereas the output is the electric field at one point in the eye ( ~Estep2) :
Estep2u (~rout) =
N∑
i=1
[~FEu (~rout, ~rini).
~Estep1(~rini) +
~FHu (~rout, ~rini).
~Hstep1(~rini)] (1)
where:
• u = x, y or z,
• ~rini belongs to the near field surface S,
• ~rout locates the point in the eye where the output field has to be computed,
• N is the number of cells over the surface S,
• ~FEu and
~FHu are transfer functions.
3.2. Computation of transfer functions
To build the substitution model, an equivalent problem is firstly considered. The field { ~Estep1; ~Hstep1}
on the near field surface S is replaced by surface sources { ~Jstep1S ;
~M step1S } using Huygens theory [18]:
~Jstep1S = −
~Hstep1 ∧ ~n (2)
~M step1S =
~Estep1 ∧ ~n (3)
To determine the transfer functions ~FEu and
~FHu , a reciprocal problem is considered in which a
source ~JR is located at ~rout. This source generates a field { ~E
R; ~HR}.
In the frequency domain and according to the reciprocity theorem [18], sources and fields of the
inital problem are related to those of the reciprocal one as follows:∮
S
( ~ER. ~Jstep1S −
~HR. ~M step1S )dS =
∫∫∫
V
( ~Estep2. ~JR)dV (4)
where V is the volume inside the near field surface S. This relation shows that if the fields of the
reciprocal problem { ~ER; ~HR} in response to a given ~JR are known on S then the transfer functions of
equation 1 can be derived easily. To do so, a single fine FDTD simulation of the reciprocal problem
is performed. For this simulation, the fine FDTD computation volume is the same as that used in
the second step of the classical DG-FDTD (figure 2) but it is excited by the localized electrical source
~JR(~rout). During this simulation, { ~E
R; ~HR} are recorded on the near field surface S. Expressed in the
frequency domain thanks to FFTs, ~JR, ~ER and ~HR are used to determine the transfer functions as it
is explained below.
For the sake of simplicity, only one face of the near field surface is considered in the following
equations. This face is discretized into M cells located. All these cells have equal surface area ∆S and
equal unitary normal vectors ~n. The currents are constant on each cell, thus the left side of 4 becomes :
M∑
i=1
∆S[ ~ER(~rini).
~Jstep1S (~rini)−
~HR(~rini).
~M step1S (~rini)] (5)
The source ~JR is oriented along ~eu and is constant in the FDTD cell of volum ∆V located in ~rout,
thereby, the right side of 4 is given by :
Estep2u (~rout).J
R
u (~rout)∆V (6)
Combining (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) leads to :
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~FEu (~rout, ~rini) = −
∆S
∆V
.
~n ∧ ~HR(~rini)
JRu (~rout)
(7)
~FHu (~rout, ~rini) = −
∆S
∆V
.
~n ∧ ~ER(~rini)
JRu (~rout)
(8)
One fine FDTD simulation of the reciprocal problem permits to determine the transfer functions
{~FEu (~rout, ~rini);
~FHu (~rout, ~rini)}. This single simulation is then enough to determine the field component
Estep2u (~rout) in response to any incident fields { ~E
step1; ~Hstep1} using (1).
3.3. Method overview
The method starts with the computation of transfer functions. In order to determine the three output
field components ( ~Estep2(~rout)), it is sufficient to perform three simulations of the reciprocal problem with
the three source orientations : JRx (~rout), J
R
y (~rout) and J
R
z (~rout). The transfer functions can therefore
be calculated and be used again for any incident field { ~Estep1; ~Hstep1}.
Once the transfer functions calculated, the electromagnetic analysis of the addressed scenario for each
position of the body is derived as follow
• The first step of the DG-FDTD method is run and the incident fields { ~Estep1; ~Hstep1} is recorded
over the near field surface S.
• After being expressed in the frequency domain, the incident field is combined with transfer functions
in order to obtain fastly and precisely the desired output field ~Estep2(~rout).
Next section is about the validation of this MM-DG-FDTD method.
4. VALIDATION OF THE MACROMODEL BASED DG-FDTD METHOD
This section presents the validation of the MM-DG-FDTD method. Firstly, a canonical case is
considered for the validation of the substitution model. Next, the new method is applied to the addressed
scenario of figure 1 in order to assess its performance.
4.1. Validation of the substitution model for a canonical case
To validate the substitution model, a canonical problem is first considered (Figure 3). A volume is
illuminated by a z polarized plane wave of amplitude 10 V/m which propagates along the x direction.
The time domain excitation covers a 100MHz frequency bandwith ([5;115]MHz). A dielectric block
is placed in the simulation box. It has the same specifications as the human body model (table 1).
The objective is to estimate the three electric field components at an output point located in the
dielectric block. Two simulations are carried out: a standard FDTD one which serves as a reference
and a simulation using the substitution model. Table 2 gives the parameters of the reference FDTD
simulation and the one used to calculate the transfer functions. The relative difference between the two
results is calculated using this relation:
∆Eu(f) = |
Esubsu (f)− E
FDTD
u (f)
EFDTDu (f)
| %
with :
• u = x, y or z,
• Esubsu represents the result for the substitution model,
• EFDTDu represents the result for the FDTD simulation.
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Figure 3: Canonical case
Table 2: Simulation parameters
Time Step dt 14.626 ps
Spatial resolution (8× 8× 8)mm
(∆x×∆y ×∆z) ≈ (λ60MHz625 )
3 mm
Volume size
(Nx ×Ny ×Nz) cells (50× 50× 30)
Observation time Tobs 200 ns
Figure 4 presents the relative difference between FDTD and substitution model for the three elec-
tric field components versus frequency. Even if the substitution model is rigorous, a slight relative error
smaller than 2% is observed. This can be explained by the difference in the numerical implementations
of the two methods. Anyhow, this agreement is found sufficient for dosimetry applications, as will be
shown in the next section.
The analysis of the canonical case has shown that in a simple problem, the substitution model
works well. Next subsection assesses its performance in a variable and multiscale problem.
4.2. Application and performance of the MM-DG-FDTD method
We consider the addressed scenario (figure 1) where the aim is to assess the three field components at
the center of the eye in response to an illumination resulting from the radiation of an antenna located
on a vehicle. The study is done at the frequency of 60 MHz and several positions of the body around
the vehicle are considered.
To assess the performance of our approach, a comparison between a classical DG-FDTD and the
MM-DG-FDTD method is done. The description of the simulation steps are presented in figure 2. The
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Figure 4: Canonical case’s results: relative difference between FDTD and substitution model
Table 3: Simulation parameters of the DG-FDTD method for one position
First step Second step
Time Step dt 292.5 ps 14.626 ps
Spatial resolution (160× 160× 160) mm (8× 8× 8)mm
(∆x×∆y ×∆z) ≈ (λ60MHz31 )
3 mm ≈ (λ60MHz625 )
3 mm
Volume size
(Nx ×Ny ×Nz) cells (90× 90× 90) (150× 150× 300)
Observation time Tobs 300 ns 300 ns
parameters of the DG-FDTD simulation are reported in table 3. Concerning the new method, the
simulation parameters and the computation time associated to the calculation of the transfer functions
are given in tables 4 and 5 respectively. The mesh is selected according to the smallest detail in the
corresponding computation volume (i.e the eye). Such a grid density is required to describe it with a
sufficient accuracy.
Table 4: Simulation parameters of the FDTD simulation used for the calculation of transfer functions
Time Step dt 14.626 ps
Spatial resolution (8× 8× 8)mm
(∆x×∆y ×∆z) ≈ (λ60MHz625 )
3 mm
Volume size
(Nx ×Ny ×Nz) cells (150× 150× 300)
Observation time Tobs 200 ns
Tables 6 and 7 show the computation time obtained with the two approaches for the study of W
different body positions. Compared to a classical DG-FDTD method, the MM-DG-FDTD requires an
incompressible 748 min CPU time to calculate the transfer functions. Thus, for a single position study,
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Table 5: Computation time for the calculation of transfer functions
Simulation time (220× 3) min
Post-processing 88 min
Total time 748 min
Table 6: Computation time for the classical DG-FDTD approach
W positions
Step one (160 mm) W × 0.56 min
Spatial interpolation (time domain) W × 30 min
Step two (8 mm) W × 326.48 min
Total time W × 357.04 min
Table 7: Computation time for the MM-DG-FDTD method
W positions
Transfer Functions step (8mm) 748 min
Step one (160mm) W × 0.56 min
Spatial interpolation (frequency domain) W × 0.067 min
Step two (linear system) W × 0.16 min
Total time 748 +W × 0.79 min
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Figure 5: Computation time for both methods.
the use of the substitution model is useless compared to the classical DG-FDTD. However, the study
of a new position only requires an additionnal 0.79 min CPU time with the new method whereas the
additional cost of classical DG-FDTD is 357 min. Therefore, the MM-DG-FDTD method rapidly out-
performs the classical DG-FDTD. As figure 5 shows, the use of substitution model presents an interest
in terms of calculation time for the study of more than two positions. As an example, an 8-position
study requests a time of 2856 min whereas the new method only needs 754.3 min.
It is important to note that the study is done for a single output point. A study conducted on
several output points would require more transfer functions and thus an important increase of the com-
putation time (748 min for each new output point).
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Next section presents a study in which the new method is applied for all possible positions of the
addressed scenario.
5. MM-DG-FDTD EXPLOITATION
The MM-DG-FDTD method is applied to analyse the addressed scenario for all possible positions of
the body around the vehicle. In the coarse description of the environment, this corresponds to 888
positions and the study is done at the frequency of 60 MHz.
Table 8: Results for one position in the addressed scenario
Relative difference between
DG-FDTD and MM-DG-FDTD
|Ex| 0.8526 %
|Ey| 0.48189 %
|Ez| 0.89392 %
|Etotal| 0.73927 %
In order to verify the validity of the MM-DG-FDTD simulation, table 8 compares the results of
the classical DG-FDTD simulation with those of the new method for one particular position in the
addressed scenario. The MM-DG-FDTD method provides results with an error smaller than 1%.
Figure 6: Normalized results using the MM-DG-FDTD.
Figure 6 presents the space orientation of the body and a field cartography. The cartography
represents the module of the electric field at the center of the left eye for all 888 positions around
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the vehicle. Each pixel gives the amplitude of the electric field in the eye for a given position of the
body. For readability, the body is not represented on this map. This cartography is normalized to its
maximum. The whole study has been carried out in 1.4495× 103 min with the proposed method. For
comparison, it would require 3.1705× 105 min with the classical DG-FDTD.
6. CONCLUSION.
This paper presents a new method based on the DG-FTD approach. It combines the DG-FDTD
method with a substitution model to proceed highly multiscale and variable dosimetric problems. It
is demonstrated that the proposed MM-DG-FDTD method provides quick results with a very good
accuracy. Reciprocity principle, used in the calculation of transfer functions, works for isotropic
materials and passive structures. Furthermore, the DG-FDTD has already been used successfully
to analyse heterogeneous body models [8]. Thus, the MM-DG-FDTD can be also applied to a
heterogeneous body models. To conclude, the MM-DG-FDTD is ready to be used to compute real
life dosimetric problems.
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